WHAT IS IT?

HOW IT WORKS:

PYRADYM™ is the first product optimally
combin- ing numerous healing modalities:
Sound, Light, Physioaccoustics, Reiki, Crystal
Healing, and Bio-Geometry are unified in a
powerful synergetic mode of expression.

Sound directs matter and thus anything that exists in the current physical reality can be directly
and profoundly influenced by sound. Human
DNA functions within a specific pattern of frequencies. These frequencies direct all of the
physical body’s processes and thus the type and
range of perception that can be physically experienced. One can direct human perception and
experience through sound manipulation — it can
heal physically as well as emotionally.

PYRADYM™ is used to stimulate and facilitate
the human body’s innate self-healing
mechanisms. It consists of 4 basic functional
systems: a sound frequency generating
system, a physioacoustical vibration system, a
corresponding light therapy system, and a
crystal energy radiating system.
PYRADYM™ is excellent as a stand-alone
healing device or it can be incorporated as a
complimen- tary modality of healing to others
now practiced. Placing the device under a
Chiropractic, Massage or Reiki table is most
beneficial — to both the Client AND the
Practitioner! The device can also be inverted
and directly attached to the underside of the
table to further enhance the physioacoustic
vibrational effect.
The Therapist or user controls the pitch and
tonal quality of the sound frequencies. The
Physico- acoustic and Light therapy elements
are situated beneath the Crystal Capstone,
and correspond to the sound frequencies and
increase and decrease in intensity.
The Crystal Particle Fountain™ is also located
be- neath the Crystal Capstone and provides a
mild radiated ultrasonic stimulus incorporating
Reiki healing symbology while the device is in
opera-tion.

The FDA has listed the Physioacoustic
component of PYRADYM™ as a Class One
Medical Device and allows the claims of
relief of pain, increase of blood circulation,

Logically and obviously, this is of paramount importance to healing the human body.
Therefore, the manipulation of sound frequencies of a specific nature and manner can create
resonances, implications, and other direct triggers to the human Matrix of Matter which will
manifest in the form of physical (and nonphysical) experiences.
A specific frequency signature of a cellular organization, (i.e. organ) is directly related to
sound and light therapy frequencies. The
“typical” frequency for a specific area or organ is
sufficient to set up resonance within the entire
area and promote re-polarization of any unbalanced cells. Both healthy and the diseased
cells will respond in kind.
PYRADYM™ has many applications for use with
a healthy body. By resonating and stimulating
the human endocrine and lymphatic systems,
greater resistance to viral infection may be
achieved thus stimulating and promoting the human immune system. You may think of PYRADYM™ as a delivery system of “sound vitamins”!
As one tunes the physical body in this way, it will
result in an improved alignment with the spiritual
body. This ultimately results in a higher and
more profound connection to the Source.

PYRADYM™ can open oneself to levels only accessible in dreamtime. You could even say that
this device is the “stuff of dreams”!
For more information, visit us on the web at:
www.augustara.com
ABOUT THE INVENTOR: August Worley is
a degreed Electrical Engineer with an associated minor in Performance and Music Composition Studies. He began his professional
electronics career working for Moog Music in
Buffalo, New York, in 1980. Through his career, August
has also designed commercial audio products for several internationally known companies such as B&K
Components and Polyfusion, Inc.
In 1997 he was selected to tour with the reformed Emerson, Lake and Palmer as a keyboard technician, and
to custom design a digitally sequenced pyrotechnics
controller for Keith Emerson’s always outrageous stage
shows.
In 2002 August moved to Asheville, North Carolina to
work with legendary synthesizer pioneer Dr. Robert
Moog in developing his last keyboard, the MiniMoog
Voyager synthesizer.
Also a Tone Therapist, Reiki Master and a gifted musician, August has recently formed AUGUSTARA, Inc. to
combine his engineering skills and profound insights to
bring forth healing music and holistic therapy products
such as PYRADYM™.

Obligatory legal stuff: AugusTara, Inc. or PYRADYM™ cannot prescribe, treat, heal,
predict or diagnose any condition for you. Any information given is purely suggestion
and is subject to your own discretion and decision. Anyone suffering from any disease,
illness or injury should consult with a licensed health care professional . . . “LIFE is a
contact sport—wear a helmet.”
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